PINUP
TALKING PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER PAYPHONE
NO COINS NO CARDS REQUIRED
THEPAYPHONEOFTHEFUTURE

FOR USE WITH ORDINARY TELEPHONES AND BEHIND
PABX SYSTEMS

We Supply, We Install, We Service and We Care
THE PAYPHONE SERVICE YOU EXPECT FOR YOUR MONEY
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A NEW CONCEPT IN PAYPHONES
FEATURES
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NO COINS NO CARDS
Connected to ordinary telephones the PINUP is used in areas where no cash or payphone cards are desirable.

PREP AYMENT METHOD
The User pays a fee of, for example £2, to the Owner and the user is given a PIN (Personal Identification Number) which
is equal to £2 worth of payphone calls. To make a call on PINUP the User first enters the given PIN number on one
of the associated ordinary telephones located anywhere in the building before entering the called number. When the
called party answers PINUP automatically debits from the £2 as the call progresses. At the end of the call the User
is advised of how much credit is remaining on the given PIN number.
When all the credit has expired the User pays another fee and is given a different PIN number.

CREDIT

LIMIT

The limit to the amount of credit per PIN number is 999 units. PIN numbers can be from three to nine digits long
(according to level of complexity) and for any value.

SECURITY
Only the Owner can issue PIN numbers and the whole system is protected by a key lock. The internal computer carries
out a self checking routine when a new PIN is issued to ensure no duplication occurs.
No last number redial facility is permitted to prevent another User from willfuUy or accidently utilising the last User's
PIN number and credit. Similarily, no recall facility is permitted when the PINUP is connected behind a PABX.

CONVENIENCE
PINUP

AND SAVINGS

can be used for convenience

and savings in many applications.

A cardphone means the User has to find a shop or a tobacconist from where payphone cards can be purchased. It means
carrying one more plastic card in your pocket, wallet or handbag. If you purchase a pay phone card and you loose it chances
are someone else will make good use of your loss. Carrying coins around is also not very convenient.
These inconvieniences

are eliminated with PINUP.

On many PABXs people make unauthorised private calls. To prevent this means purchasing a call logging system
which is a huge investment. Even when a call logger exists the amount of data one has to wade through to pick out
unauthorised users is a real problem and a waste ofvaluable time. The PINUP can be installed on a group of exchange
lines to which certain extensions are assigned and Users pay for a PIN number for making private calls.
PINs can be issued for particular projects or accounts for budgeting and accounting purposes.
In an environment of multi-tenancy PINUP can be used to apportion telephone costs. It provides a more exact and fair
apportion of expenditure.
Overseas

visitors frequently

'run up' their hosts telephone bills. PINUP saves the embarrassment for both parties.

USER FRIENDLY
PINUP talks the user through the progress of a call using a specially developed synthesized voice. It also talks the
Owner through the programming sequence and during issuing of PINs. The voice is clear and precise and very user
friendly.

PAY PHONE OF THE FUTURE
One day all payphones will be like PINUP. It is the payphone of the future and a British innovation. We lead so others
may follow and we bring you the best products technology can produce.
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